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Abstract. Simulating computer architecture as a cyber-physical system
has many potential use cases including simulation of side channels and
software-in-the-loop modeling and simulation. This paper presents an
integrated simulation tool using a computer architecture simulator, gem5
and Ptolemy II. As a case study of this tool, we build a power and
thermal model for a DRAM using the proposed tool integration approach
where architectural aspects are modeled in gem5 and physical aspects are
modeled in Ptolemy II. We also demonstrate simulation results of power
and temperature of a DRAM with software benchmarks.
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Introduction

Ptolemy II [17] is a powerful framework, where multiple models of computation
can be explored for actor-based design of cyber-physical systems [8]. For many
applications, it is important to model details of the computer architecture for
a candidate design. Consequently, the Ptolemy II framework can significantly
benefit from the integration of architecture models. In this paper, we propose
a tool integration of the gem5 computer architecture simulator [2] and Ptolemy
II. For a specific computer architecture, gem5 generates execution information
that is used to build a more fine-grained system model in Ptolemy II.
This integration supports many usage scenarios including:
– Simulation of side channels: Side-channel attacks target primarily the physical implementation of a computer system. Unlike traditional computer systems, embedded systems are particularly vulnerable to this class of attacks,
because they are often accessible in untrusted environments [11]. An example of a side channel attack is a cold boot attack on DRAM memories [10],
where an attacker obtains a memory dump after a cold restart to read out
sensitive information like cryptographic keys.
– Software-in-the-Loop modeling and simulation: In this scenario the embedded processor, sensors, and actuators are modeled with gem5 and the physical environment is modeled in Ptolemy II. This could support, for example, automated grading of embedded systems lab exercises in massively online open courses (MOOCs) [18]. For example, this would be useful for the

EECS149.1x cyber-physical systems [13] course at UC Berkeley. In the labs
of this class, students develop programs for an iRobot.
We demonstrate the integration of both tools by modeling power and temperature of a DRAM in a computer architecture. To simulate behavior of the
processor including memory accesses, we use the gem5 simulator. A Ptolemy II
model performs power and thermal modeling, using discrete-event and continuous time models. Experimental results show how a computer architecture and
workloads affect power and the temperature of a DRAM.
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Related work

Currently, Ptolemey II offers the inclusion of an execution environment’s characteristics through a modeling method called Aspect-Oriented Modeling (AOM) [1].
For instance, an execution aspect can model execution times of a processor [5].
Metro II [7] provides an environment for platform-based design, where functional
aspects and architectural aspects are modeled separately. Kim et al. [12] propose a tool integration approach where execution times on given architectures
are modeled in SystemC, and integrated into Ptolemy II using Metro II. This
approach has more flexibility in architectures, whereas our approach provides
higher accuracy in architectural models.
The gem5 architecture simulator [2] is one of the most popular and widely
used architecture simulators in academia and industry. It started as a merger of
the General Execution-driven Multiprocessor Simulator (GEMS) [16] and the M5
simulator [3]. The gem5 simulator takes advantage of memory systems simulation
features from GEMS, while it benefits from multiple ISAs and diverse CPU
models supported by M5.
The gem5 simulator is object-oriented and based on the discrete-event model
of computation. It also provides modular and interchangeable computer architecture components such as CPUs, memories, buses and interconnects. This architectural simulator is also flexible in terms of accuracy and simulation time
providing multiple levels of accuracy, such as more accurate but slower simulation models and faster but less accurate simulation models [4].
A variety of approaches have been studied for power and thermal modeling of
DRAMs. Lin et al. [14] suggest a model to compute power and the temperature
of a DRAM based on throughput information, while Liu et al. [15] propose a
power and thermal model based on RC circuit models. In this paper, we choose
the model used by Lin et al. [14] Heat dissipation from DRAM devices is based
on a device’s power which is almost proportional to memory throughput. Thus,
knowing a memory’s read and write throughput (in GB/s), the temperature can
be derived. In addition to the current flowing through the DRAM, its temperature is also affected by cooling air flow and the physical structure of DIMM
(Dual In-line Memory Module). Fig. 1 depicts their model of DIMM structure
and the temperature. The Advanced Memory Buffer (AMB) stores and transfers
data between the different DRAM channels. The AMB is also a major source
of heat in their model, therefore, they also consider the data throughput across
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Fig. 1. Heat dissipation of DIMM. (Redrawn from the figure given by Lin et al. [14]
and included here by permission of the publisher.)

DRAM channels. An ambient temperature refers to the temperature of the device’s environment and is in the most cases the room temperature.
There have been some approaches including DRAMPower [6] for simulating
power and energy of a DRAM on a specific computer architecture. However, to
the best of our knowledge, our case study is the first attempt to simulate heat
and temperature of a DRAM by integrating a thermal model with a real-time
computer architecture simulator, gem5.
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Approach

In this section, we illustrate the integrated simulator design and the power
and thermal model of a DRAM. For accessibility of our tool, we made all the
working source code and experimental models available on-line. Configurations
for the gem5 simulator and benchmark programs can be found at our GitHub
repository (https://github.com/gem5-ptolemy/gem5-ptolemy/) and Ptolemy II
can be downloaded from its homepage (http://ptolemy.org). An experimental
model is included under “ptolemy/actor/lib/gem5/demo/DramThermalModel”,
in Ptolemy II Version 11.0 (developer’s version).
3.1

Configuring the gem5 simulator

To integrate gem5 into Ptolemy II, we modify some configurations and source
code of the latest stable version of the gem5 simulator. We modify some components so that they can generate information we need. We also configure the
execution flow of the simulator so that it can run interactively by stopping and
resuming the simulation when we want. In gem5, the main components such as
CPUs and memory models are implemented in C++ for high performance, while
connection between components and execution of components are implemented
in Python so that the configurations are easily changed.
For power and thermal modeling, we modify C++ source codes associated
with the DRAM memory controller model in gem5 to generate memory access
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Fig. 2. An overview of gem5 and Ptolemy II integration

traces. We obtain extra information for power and thermal modeling by adding
debug print functions defined in the gem5 simulator (DPRINTF ) for recording
memory access commands. For interactive simulation, we modify python scripts
to call Simulate function iteratively with specified execution cycles.
3.2

Communication between gem5 and Ptolemy II

Fig. 2 illustrates an overview of gem5 and Ptolemy II integration. The gem5 simulator and a Gem5Wrapper actor in a Ptolemy II model interact with each other.
The Gem5Wrapper actor is a Java actor in Ptolemy II model. It communicates
with gem5 through named pipes and a shared file. When the Gem5Wrapper is
initialized in the Ptolemy II, it fires the gem5 simulator by writing on the named
pipe where the gem5 simulator is blocked on read. The Gem5Wrapper actor also
gets blocked on read on another named pipe in its fire() method. The gem5 simulator runs for the specified number of cycles. While running, the gem5 simulator
records execution information such as a memory trace on the shared file. When
the simulation is finished, gem5 notifies Gem5Wrapper by writing on another
named pipe where Gem5Wrapper is blocked. Then, Gem5Wrapper resumes in
its fire() and reads execution information from the shared file. Gem5Wrapper
fires gem5 again in its postfire() and this pattern is repeated.
Simulation results are transferred to Gem5Wrapper through the shared file
and used for DRAM power and thermal modeling. The results include DRAM
memory access events. Each access events is composed of the time when the
event occurred, an access type (e.g. read/write) and a memory address (e.g.
bank and channel numbers).
3.3

DRAM behavioral model in Ptolemy II

The Ptolemy II model for the overall system consists of two main parts. DRAM’s
behavior is modeled in the first part, and power and the temperature of the
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Fig. 3. Ptolemy II DRAM model overview (DRAMModel ). (a) command server actor
(CmdServer ) (b) throughput calculator (ThroughputCalculator )

DRAM is modeled in the second part. In the Ptolemy II model, Gem5Wrapper
is triggered periodically by a DiscreteClock actor. When Gem5Wrapper receives
simulation results from gem5, it stores result data as an array type defined in
Ptolemy II. Then, Gem5Wrapper sends the data array to a composite actor
called DRAMModel shown in the middle of Fig. 3.
The data array is decomposed into a sequence of memory access events inside
the DRAMModel, and a sequence of memory access events are sent to the CmdServer actor in Fig. 3 (a). Each memory access event becomes a discrete event
in CmdServer and is sent to the ThroughputCalculator actor in Fig. 3 (b), where
the throughput results are computed. The types of throughput results include
read, write, local (to a local DRAM channel) and bypass (to non-local DRAM
channels). The throughput results are used for AMB/DRAM power estimation
in the section below.
3.4

Memory power and thermal modeling in Ptolemy II

Power and the temperature of a DRAM is modeled in the second part of the
Ptolemy II model within a composite actor called PowerTemperatureModel described in Fig. 4. This actor runs in the continuous-time domain, sampling
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Fig. 4. Ptolemy II DRAM power and thermal model overview (PowerTemperatureModel actor). (a) AMB/DRAMPowerToTemp actor that estimates the temperature of
an AMB/DRAM based on its power

throughput information from input ports. Power models for CMOS devices usually combine the static power of the device with its dynamic power. Static power
is the power when transistors are not in the process of switching. Dynamic power
occurs during switching operations:
Pdevice = PDRAM

static

+ PDRAM

dynamic

(1)

To compute power in the DRAM and AMB, we use the following equations introduced by Lin et al. [14] PDRAM and PAM B are total power in the DRAM and
AMB, respectively. PDRAM static and PAM B idle denote static power of DRAM
and AMB. α1 , α2 , β, and γ are coefficients measured in [14], and their units are
Watt/(GB/s).
PDRAM = PDRAM
PAM B = PAM B

static
idle

+ α1 × T hroughputread + α2 × T hroughputwrite

+ β × T hroughputBypass + γ × T hroughputLocal

(2)
(3)

The power computed above is used to estimate temperatures in the AMB
and DRAM. The composite actor shown in Fig. 4 (a) implements this thermal
estimation. We use following equations introduced by Lin et al. [14] to calculate

temperatures of the AMB and DRAM. TAM B and TDRAM are stable temperatures of the AMB and DRAM, respectively. TA stands for the ambient temperature explained in section 2. Parameters ΨAM B and ΨDRAM denote the thermal
resistances of the AMB and DRAM. The thermal resistances are measured as
the ratio of the change of the stable temperature over the change of power. The
thermal resistances from AMB to DRAM and from DRAM to AMB are denoted
as ΨAM B DRAM and ΨDRAM AM B , respectively.
TAM B = TA + PAM B × ΨAM B + PDRAM × ΨDRAM
TDRAM = TA + PAM B × ΨAM B

DRAM

AM B

+ PDRAM × ΨDRAM

(4)
(5)

The equation expressing the relation between the stable temperature and
the actual temperature is as follows. T (t) is the actual temperature at t and 4t
denotes each time step. We use the τ value, which is the time for the temperature
difference to be reduced to 1/e, as measured in [14]. This equation is realized
with the Integrator actor in Ptolemy II as illustrated in Fig. 4 (a).
T (t + 4t) − T (t) = (Tstable − T (t))(1 − e−

4
4.1

4t
τ

)

(6)

Experiments and results
Experimental setup

The architectural configurations used for experiments are as follows. The CPU
was based on ARM ISA, and the type of the CPU was TimingSimpleCPU defined
in the gem5 simulator, which stalls on every load memory access. The clock rate
of both the CPU and the overall system was 1GHz. The type of off-chip DRAM
memory was DDR3 SDRAM with a data rate of 1600MHz and a bus width of
16 bits. We assumed the program and data exist in the DRAM before starting
the execution. The size of cache blocks was 64 bytes.
We chose MiBench [9] as the benchmark for our experiments. Among MiBench
programs executable in the gem5, top 5 programs with the highest memory intensity were chosen for our experiments. We defined the memory intensity as the
number of memory accesses per instruction, and the memory intensity was computed by running each program for one million cycles in gem5. The benchmark
programs used for our experiments are listed in Table 1.
4.2

Power and temperature results

Table 2 shows average power and the peak temperature of the DRAM and AMB
for different cache configurations. The results were obtained by running the gem5
simulator and Ptolemy II DRAM power and thermal model together for 0.1
seconds in simulated time (100 million cycles). For this experiment, cjpeg large
in MiBench was used as a software workload. The temperature is expressed in

Table 1. List of benchmark programs used for example workloads
MiBench programs Writes Reads
consumer/cjpeg large
6,183 74,966
security/rijndael large
2,558 68,458
consumer/typeset small 12,843 55,963
network/dijkstra large
4,942 59,198
network/patricia large
4,255 49,198

Total instructions
Memory
executed
intensity (%)
1,000,000
8.11
1,000,000
7.10
1,000,000
6.88
1,000,000
6.41
1,000,000
5.35

Table 2. Power and temperature results for different cache configurations for the
workload cjpeg large
Maximum temperature
Cache size
Average power (mW)
options (KB)
increase (10−6 ◦ C)
L1
L2
DRAM
AMB
DRAM
AMB
16
N/A
1,057
4,027
2.67
6.05
32
N/A
1,023
4,011
2.63
5.93
64
N/A
1,000
4,008
2.46
5.51
32
128
996
4,006
2.17
4.86
32
256
995
4,006
1.99
4.47

the difference between the highest temperature and the ambient temperature.
We assumed the processor has two level-1 (L1) caches, each for instructions and
data. Bigger caches led to less cache misses, and thus less DRAM accesses. Since
the level-2 (L2) cache absorbed off-chip traffic from L1 caches, they reduced
DRAM memory accesses. Therefore, we could see decrease in DRAM power and
the peak temperature in the results shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 5. DRAM and AMB power results in graphs for cjpeg large with 16KB L1 caches

Fig. 5 illustrates DRAM and AMB power graphs for the workload cjpeg large
with 16KB L1 caches. cjpeg large loads a 786KB Portable Pixel Map (PPM) file
for a raw image and compresses it to a JPEG format. We could see DRAM
power was affected by total read/write throughput while AMB power was related to cross-channel accesses. The power consumption for both DRAM and
AMB steadily increases as the benchmark program initializes until around 0.02
seconds. The program shows heavy power consumption between 0.02 and 0.063
seconds while actively loading and compressing the raw image, followed by a
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Fig. 6. Temperature results for different software workloads

slight decrease in power consumption after 0.063 seconds as the program wraps
up. The total simulation time for 100 million cycles (0.1 seconds in simulated
time) was ranging from 89 seconds (cjpeg large) to 320 seconds (patricia large)
on a MacBook Pro laptop with 2.2GHz Intel Core i7 and 16GB DRAM.
Different workloads also led to change in the peak DRAM temperatures as
illustrated in Fig. 6. For this experiment, we used 16KB L1 caches without an L2
cache. The results suggest that other aspects of workloads as well as the memory
intensity can affect thermal behaviors of DRAMs. Specifically, rijndael large and
typeset small had higher peak temperatures although they had lower memory
intensity than cjpeg large. This was because they had higher bypass throughput,
which caused higher power in the AMB, thus resulting in higher peak temperatures both in the AMB and DRAM. Moreover, typeset small showed the highest
write throughput, also leading to the highest peak temperatures.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we integrate the widely used gem5 architecture simulator into
Ptolemy II to have a more accurate architectural model in Ptolemy II. Effectiveness and usefulness of this integration is demonstrated by constructing a power
and thermal model of a DRAM in computer architecture. Execution information
such as memory accesses on given architectures are modeled in gem5 whereas
the power and temperature of a DRAM are modeled in the continuous time domain in Ptolemy II. The constructed model is used for experiments of simulating
different architectural configurations and software workloads.
As future work, we can apply the proposed approach to more applications,
for example, the two use cases suggested in section 1. Another possible extension
is to use gem5 for aspect-oriented modeling in Ptolemy II. Specifically, execution
aspect parameters such as execution time can be obtained dynamically through
gem5 simulation for higher accuracy.
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